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A new generation technology which  
protects against burglaries and thefts 

The use of synthetic DNA to fight crimes 



SelectaDNA™ in the world 

SelectaDNA is a registered  
trademark of SelectaMark plc. 
• established in 1971  
• based in Kent (UK) 
• internationally respected  

supplier of asset identification  
and property marking products  

• present in over 40 countries 
whereof 20 in Europe 

 
All SelectaDNA products are 
developed in partnership with 
UK’s police forces. 

Certification 



 
 

Each DNA code used in the SelectaDNA products 
is completely unique and unforgeable so that 
every marking kit and spray canister we supply 
has its very own forensic signature. 
 
SelectaDNA products contain real DNA which  
is referred as “synthetic” to differentiate it from 
Human DNA. SelectaDNA contains series of 
unique combinations of A (Adenine), C (Cytosine), 
G (Guanine) and T (Thymine). The synthetic DNA 
used in SelectaDNA is short-chain, making it far 
more robust than human DNA.  

Synthetic DNA 



 
 

The details of the code are then 
recorded on the international 
SelectaDNA database with highest 
security requirements, so that a code 
found on an asset or person can be 
identified back to a specific owner or 
location. 
 
Police forces can access the 
database 24/7/365. 
 
The registration is free of charge 
and unlimited in time. 

International database 



 
 

To facilitate their detection, all SelectaDNA products contain an  
UV tracer, showing itself with a forensic black light. 

  

Detection 



3 distinct solutions to  
answer various needs 



1.   DNA Spray system scares robbers away 



1.   DNA Spray system scares robbers away 



2.   DNA Asset marking 



3.   Marking solution for metal and outdoor equipment 



Other products and development 



Questions and discussion 

Thank you 
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